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From this Gauß Lecture we print here only Part 3 which 
describes the newest material. The Institute of Mathematics and 
its Applications (address: Maitland House, Warrior Square~ 
Southend-on-Sea, Essex, England) has published in the Octobe} 
1974 issue of its Bulletin the whole lecture. 1ts scope is indicated 
by the following Table of Contents, and by the Bibliography a~ 
the end of the present text. 
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3.1 Normal 
After discussing many different aspects of sustained forward flight in part 2, now I 
want to describe hovering Hight: movements of wings through which the body of an 
animal remains effectively motionless in still air. This fascinating subject must not be 
neglected altogether in a lecture on 'Aerodynamic Aspects of Animal Flight'. 
A capacity for sustained hovering flight is characteristic above aII of the flying 
insects. We may observe that many of their modes of life, and especially their very 
successful symbiosis with the flowering plants noted in section 1.2, make great use of 
this capacity. It is facilitated, furthermore, by their range of sizes, since thc upper limit 
on size for animals capable of sustained flight, noted in section 2.7, is reduced enorm-
ously if the animal's weight must be supported without the aid of any horizontal relative 
wind. Indeed, among birds and bats sustained hovering in this sense is possible only in 
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certain animals at the low end of the size range, outstanding examples being the 
hummingbirds (Trochilidae) with masses at most 20g (found in Patagona gigas) , or 
small bats with masses around lOg. The largest hovering insects !ike the elephant dung 
beede Heliocopris are in the same size range 10 to 20g. 
There is obviously great interest, both in observing thc wing motions whereby 
flying animals with masses around 10 to 20 g or less can hover in still air for extended 
periods, ancl in studying how aerodynamic, skeletal and muscular !imitations may have 
combined to set this upper limit to the mass of such animals. Yet another exccllcnt 
reason for studying the same wing motions is that much larger flying animals are 
commonly eapable of making them for shart periads, using the charactcristic ability of 
muscle to generate anaerobically, for such short periods, much greater powers thall can 
be sustained eontinuously under limitations imposcd by oxygen supply. 
Those larger flying animals, which can briefly makc the motions of hovcring flight 
to support their weight in still air, use that ability especially in take-off anJ landing. 
In aeronautical terms they are 'Y.T.O.L.'; for example, thcy take off vertically by 
making 'hovering' movements, followed as quickly as possible by a transition to 
ordinary forward flight (see below). These, indeed, are the commonest take-off arrange-
ments in birds, the principal exceptions having been noted in seetion 2.3 (take-off under 
gravity from elevated positions) and section 2.7 (runway-type take-off, especially found 
in aquatic birds). 
In his general review of sustained hovering flight, Weis-Fogh (1973) has identified 
an essentially common pattern of what he has named 'normal hovering' in the humming-
birds generally (Trochilidae) and in insects from eleven different orders. These motions 
of 'normal hovering' may be recognised as an adaptation of those flapping motions that 
are used for forward flight. Lift for weight support requires horizontal movements of 
wings relative to the air: therefore, in the absence of any horizontal movement of the 
animal as a whole relative to the air, the wings must themselves beat horizontally back 
and forth. Evidently wings, that for forward-flight purposes beat in a plane per-
pendicular to the horizontal body axis, are readily adapted to this requirement if the 
body axis becomes ereet (that is, praetically vertical) in hovering flight. 
Figure 50 depiets normal hovering flight in the sphingid moth Manduca sexta 
viewed from above. As just suggested, the body axis is practically vertical, which 
facilitates beating of the wings in an approximately horizontal plane. In order to ensure 
that the wing leading edge moves forward always at an effective angle of attack within 
the range for good lift-drag ratio, the twisting movements are necessarily mueh en-
haneed: the usual pronation at the start of the downstroke is greatly intensified (frames 
(a) and (b)), leading to a horizontal wing movement (frames (e) to (g)) with the upper 
surfaee uppermost at a geometrieal angle of attack of less than 30° . (The effeetive angle 
of attaek is still smaller because the wings move in the general downdraught produeed 
by the animal's hovering activity.) Next, the usual supination at the start of the upstroke 
is gready intensified (frames (h) and (i)), so that the wing with its underside uppermost 
(and thus with the same leading edge leading!) follows in reverse the previous horizontal 
path at approximately the same angle of attaek. Both strokes generate the lift needed to 
support the animal's weight. 
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Figure 51, depieting the path of the wing tip during the sustained hovering of a 
hummingbird (Stolpe & Zimmer 1939), demonstrates that essentially the same motions, 
whieh Weis-Fogh ealls those of 'normal hovering flight', are used. Figure 52 reminds us 
that many hummingbirds have 'eonverged' with inseets not only in their flying motions 
but also in their ways of life; thc lower photograph, indeed, shows one not much larger 
than a bumblebee. Compared with the inseets, they have the advantage of high lift 
coefficients CL (about 2·0 aecording to Weis-Fogh's estimates) resulting from the 
propertics of wings with feathers which in flash photographs like figure 52 are shown 
to be sprcad in a lift-enhaneing manner. On the other hand, they laek the inseets' elastic 
systems. Even with their high CL' they need to beat their wings at high freguencies 
(15 to 50 Hz) to support their weight, and the associated power reguirements (Weis-
Fogh 1972) are not far bclow the maximum values indicated in seetion 2.7 (although an 
elastic system would have redueed them by 40%). 
We have observed that 'normal hovering' is a rather logical adaptation to hovering 
reguirements of the wing capabilities needed in fIapping forward flight. An actual 
transition between the two modes is interesting to watch in large birds as they come in 
to land. Figure 53 is from an old film reeord of a gull alighting (Horton-Smith 1938) 
whieh makes the seguence dear enough. First the tail feathers are spread, feet dropped 
and wings arehed to provide braking while the body becomes more ereet, thc stroke 
plane of the wing-beat turns from vertical to horizontal and thc twistings of thc wing 
are intensified; finally, as the bird alights, its weight is being supported by thc lift Oll 
horizontally moving wings. 
In take-off, again, a few strong strokes of 'normal hovcring' with thl' body almost 
ereet are followed by a transitional 'slow forward flight' mode of motion (Brown 194R) 
whieh is an interesting blend of the motions of normal hovering amI of fast forward flight, 
with an intermediate degree of wing twisting at the extremes of the strokc (figurc 54). 
The stroke plane is diagonal so that even at a low forward speed thc wings can develop 
both thrust and lift without stalling. By eomparison with pure hovering, however, the 
power needed for weight support is mueh reduced, because thc wing's component of 
forward motion relative to the body in the heavily loaded downstroke can effectively be 
lessened by about the speed of the body's forward motion through the air. 
There are those who assert that the kestrel Falco tinnunculus is capable of sustained 
hovering motions in still air. Aerodynamieally, it would be surprising if this bird with 
typical mass 200g, an order of magnitude greater than the !argest hummingbird, could 
support its weight in still air for long periods by motions compatible with its muscular 
and skeletal limitations. Furthermore, it is not always recognised that, in those opell 
plaees where kestrels are seen motionless in the air, there is Ilormally a signifieant 
horizontal wind component. Ornithologists of great cxperiencc luve statcd that the 
kestrel remains motionless only under those conditions, facing into the wind (sec for 
example Witherby 1939, p. 26); and the wing motions they describc are precisely those 
of slow forward Hight (figure 54), which eould presumably maintain the bird stationary 
in a modest wind without impossible metabolie or structural demands. 
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Figure 50. 
Normal hovering of M andu ca sexta as traced from a slow-motion film, with the undersides of 
the wings shaded black (Weis-Fogh 1973). 
3.2 Exceptional 
Weis-Fogh (1973), while establishing that the hovering motions described in section 
3.1 are found so very widely that they can properly be designated as those of 'normal' 
hovering flight, identified also certain groups of animals exceptional in the types of 
motion used. These all raise aerodynamic questions of very considerable interest. 
We have implied that the size range for hovering animals is limited at its upper end 
by a conflict between the maximum lift coefficient that can be achieved (which defines 
the speeds of horizontal wing motions required for weight support) and the animal's 
muscular and skeletal limitations. On the other hand, these latter limitations conflict 
with a different aerodynamic requirement at the lower end of the size range. Lift 
generation by classical horizontal motion of an aerofoil at an appropriate angle of 
incidence becomes less and less effective as the Reynolds number Uc/v based on aerofoil 
velocity U and chord c falls to very low values: say, below 50 (Thom & Swart 1940). 
Then, thick boundary layers bring about poor lift-drag ratios, as well as severe diffi-
culties in generating adequate circulation for lift purposes by the usual processes of 
trailing-edge vortex shedding. 'Normal' hovering requires two reversals of circulation 
per wing beat, and lags in achieving these can be expected to be enhanced at very low 
Reynolds numbers. 
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At the lower end of the range of sizes of inseets eapable of hovering, there are major 
problems in aehieving Reynolds number high enough to avoid these diffieulties. A lower 
limit on Reynolds number defines a lower limit on the wing speed U whieh increases 
(like [-1) as an animal' s linear dimension deereases. This means a lower limit on 
frequeney inereasing very fast (like [-2), whieh for small enough inseets again eonfliets 
with upper limits imposed by struetural and metabolie requirements. 
Figure 51. 
Path of the wing tip of a hovering hum-
mingbird (Stolpe & Zimmer 19]9). 
Figure 52. 
Flash photographs of hummingbirds hover-
ing near flowers (Scheithauer 1967). 
Above: Lesbia victoriae. 
Below: Calothor.:lx lucifer. 
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Figltre 53. 
Phases in the landing of a 
gltll (Horton-Smith 1938). 
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To be sure, the evolutionary opportunities for insects that could remain functionally 
effective at greatly reduced sizes gave rise, as has long been recognised (section 2.2), 
to remarkable muscular developments allowing the beating of wings at extraordinarily 
high frequenties. Now Weis-Fogh (1973) has shown that the same evolutionary 
opportunicies gave rise to aerodynamically novel modes of flight, permitting weight 
support at lower Reynolds numbers than would be possible with 'normal' hovering. 
Figure 54. 
Eight succcssive positiuns (A to H) in the slow 
forward flight of a pigeon (Brown 1948). 
Figure 55. 
Morphology of Encarsia formosa (Weis-
Fogh 1973). 
Figure 55 shows Encarsia formosa, an insect of size around 1 mm from the suborder 
Chalcidoidea of the Hymenoptera, on which Weis-Fogh did all the initial work of 
identifying these aerodynamically novel motions and demonstrating their significance. 
The two pairs of wings, being 'jugate' move effectively as a single pair. The wing-beat 
frequency, though as high as 400 Hz, yields a Reynolds number of only 20 in such a 
small animal: a value seemingly too low for generation of the lift needed for weight 
support. Indeed, Weis-Fogh showed from his observations that EncarsiiCl requires a 
mean lift coefficient around 3, more than twice the maximum found at that Reynolds 
number in steady-state aerodynamics (Thom & Swart 1940); while the usual unsteady 
effects sueh as the 'Wagner eHeet' are known to imply a reduction from the steady-statc 
figure. 
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Weis-Fogh went on to prove experimentally and theoretically, however, that the 
animal uses special unsteady effects, previously unknown to aerodynamicists: the 'dap 
and fling' mechanism of lift generation. He explained dearly how the 'dap and Hing' 
manoeuvre, performed once per wing beat, generates immediately the circulation 
required for achieving a high lift coefficient without the need to wait for the dassical 
processes of trailing-vortex shedding. Lighthill (1973 b) analysed from an aerodynamical 
standpoint various features contributing to make this Weis-Fogh mechanism of lift 
generation so effective. 
Professor Weis-Fogh's remarkable slow-motion pictures of the hovering motion of 
Encarsia formosa, taken at over 7000 frames per second, show what a considerably . 
complicated wing-beat cyde this insect succeeds in performing 400 times a second. 
Figure 56 shows tracings from successive frames of that film. Note again the erect body 
of the insect during hovering; note also the positions of the legs which indicate that in 
these pictures the right-hand side, where the insect daps its wings, is the dorsal side of 
the insect's erect body. 
The sequence begins (frames 15 and 0) with the wings temporarily at rest in the 
dapped-together position. The 'Hing' then occurs (frames 1 and 2): a rapid rotation of 
the effectively single pair of wings (see above) about a common axis along their trailing 
edges. The rest of the motion (frames 3 to 13) is as in 'normal hovering' until the next 
'dap' occurs (frames 14 to 16). 
For a detailed analysis of these motions, see the papers cited. Briefly, the mechanism 
depends on the inrush of air into the opening gap between the wings during the 'fling' 
motion generating immediately about each wing a circulation of the right magnitude 
and sign to produce a high lift coefficient during the immediately ensuing stroke 
(without any conflict with Kelvin's theorem, since the total circulation round a contour 
endosing both wings remains zero!). 
There is immense scope for research in this field, based on further exploration of the 
use of the 'dap and fling' mechanism and other specialised unsteady aerodynamic effects 
by flying animals. It will be of interest to determine how widespread is the use of the 
mechanism by insects so small that they encounter low-Reynolds-number problems. 
A quite different question is whether the mechanism has been used at all by much larger 
animals, operating at substantial Reynolds numbers. For example, butterflies (suborder 
Papilionoidae of the Lepidoptera) hold their wings 'dapped together' behind their back 
when resting, and appear to use a 'fling' mechanism, followed by a second 'Hing' from a 
position with the wings clapped together ventrally, to facilitate rapid generation of the 
Eh needed for take-off. This and many other exceptional features of the flight of butter-
flies would repay aerodynamic analysis. 
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Stroke 2 ends Stroke 3 sW'ts 
Figure 56. 
Tracings from a slow-motion film, at 7150 
frames per second, of a hovering specimen of 
Encarsia formosa (Weis-Fogh 1973). 
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Figure 57. 
Selected species of Thysanoptera (Borror & 
DeLong 1964). 
I shall conclude by mentioning just two other orders of insects whose hovering 
flight would be specially worth studying in detail. The Odonata exhibit quite exeptional 
modes of hovering flight, with the body horizontal. It would be of great interest to 
analyse the complicated combinations of wing motions involved. 
Finally, the Thysanoptera appear to have penetrated into regions of still lower 
Reynolds number « 1 0) than those discussed above, in association with a quite excep-
tional wing morphology (figure 57), almost suggestive of ciliary arrangements for 
aquatic motions at low Reynolds number. It will be achallenging problem to study by 
experiment and analysis what are the special movements by which these 'thrips' or 
'fringe-winged' insects are enabled, at such very low Reynolds numbers, to support 
theirbodies in the air. 
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